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Studies on migration patterns amongst tribes on their ancient past received little attention in

the academic domain to this day. As such colonial writings still remain the basis of explaining

the migration of tribes in North East India, with the veracity of their arguments remaining

unascertained. In this work, efforts are being taken to understand Kukis culture that explains

settlement patterns and thereafter relate with its practices of the present day. In the process, a

new model is being developed based on Kuki settlement pattern. The new model is believed to

help scholars in explaining other primitive migrations taking place in similar form.
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PressPREFACEStudies on migration patterns amongst tribes on their ancient past received

little attention in the academic domain to this day. As such colonial writings still remain the

basis of explaining the migration of tribes in North East India, with the veracity of their

arguments remaining unascertained. In this work, efforts are being taken to understand Kukis

culture that explains settlement patterns and thereafter relate with its practices of the present

day. In the process, a new model is being developed based on Kuki settlement pattern. The

new model is believed to help scholars in explaining other primitive migrations taking place in

similar form.Haoginlen ChongloiWAVE THEORYIntroductionMigration: A Concept NoteKhul

Origin TheoryChina Origin TheoryJewish Origin TheoryKuki and their Migration PatternsWave

Model of MigrationConcluding RemarksIntroduction‘Kukis’ are an indigenous ethnic group

found spreading, certainly since primordial period, in the now adjoining geographical regions of

these three independent Third World countries: India, Myanmar and Bangladesh. In their

accounts, Taranatha, a Tibetan Buddhist monk during the 16th-17th century CE and GA

Grierson, Superintendent of Linguistic Survey of British-India, referred this physical expanse as

‘Kuki Country’ (Taranatha, 1990; Grierson, 1904). It covers an area of approximately 36,000

square miles (Chongloi, 2019). Presently, their total population in the entire region of this

erstwhile independent country is estimated to be about 25 million. Within this, the population of

the Kukis is estimated to be 6 million and the territory it inhabits covers approximately of

50,000 square miles.In the course of history  �Kukis come to be known by different names in

different parts of their ancestral land. They are called ‘Chin’ in the Southeast (now Chin State in

Western Myanmar); ‘Kuki, Khumi, Pangkhua, Bawm, etc’ in the West (now Chittagong Hills of

Bangladesh and Tripura in Northeast India); ‘Mizo’ in the South Central Region (Mizoram in

Northeast India) and ‘Kuki’, in the North (Manipur and Assam’s Cachar district) and in other

parts of Northeast India states: Meghalaya and Nagaland. A cluster of certain dialectal groups

also called themselves ‘Zomi’. Linguists of the Sino-Tibeto-Burman study listed their

languages among the sub-group of the Tibeto-Burman family and classified them as ‘Kuki-

Chin’ with minor variations among each other.Kukis settle in villages. Each of them is headed

by a chief who represent the village in the decision making at a regional and national levels.

The chief of the village governs, decides and protect the villagers with his councilmen who use

to be elected on a tenure basis. Besides, the chief assumes the guardian of the natural

resources within his influence and jurisdiction.On the origin of the Kukis, there is yet no

conclusive proof to suggest a particular location to be the original place of the community.

Kukis believes they were once in a subterranean kingdom. Thereafter, they left the region

though the cavern called Khul/Sinlung and populate the land where they settle presently. Till

today, little is known about the location of the said cavern, the original place of the Kukis. Some

opined it could be somewhere in the Yunnan province of China, some speculate it could be in

the Middle East and others believe it could be somewhere nearby in the adjoining hills of India

and Myanmar.Amidst this uncertainty, there are accounts maintained by colonial officials which

remain the basis on the study of Kukis and their origin. Captain RB Pemberton (1835),

Alexander Mackenzie (1884), Major-General James Johnstone (1896) and McCulloch (1980)



are few officials who agree that Kukis ‘move northward from the south’. Perhaps, these officials

were in charge of Assam province of British India and were based largely at Shillong.

Therefore, the Kukis could appear moving northerly to them.However, the blanket descriptions

that Kukis are later migrants from the south sounded unfair and contradictory. In his report of

1856, Col. McCulloch noted, “the southern portion of Manipur territory [Kuki territory] had never

been explored, and that the Manipur authorities had never tried to bring the tribes inhabiting it

into subjection”. Though McCulloch is vocal that the Kukis were later migrants from the south,

his report suggest that the Kuki areas were never explored and were out touch of the Manipur

authorities.Mackenzie (1884) also writes: “The tribe of the Chahsads (Kukis) has only recently

brought itself to notice. No mention of these Kookies can be traced in any correspondence

previous to 1878. They are not mentioned in Dr. Brown’s account of the hill country and tribes

under the rule of Manipur, contained in the administrative report for 1868-69, nor in any of the

subsequent administrative reports”. Mackenzie noted that the Chahsads, one of the most

powerful chiefdom to the northeast of Manipur, was not known till the 1878. So the claims that

Kukis come from the south of Manipur in 1884 is a result of his limited understanding on the

Kukis and their settlement.One of the latest colonial accounts was that of William Shaw’s

‘Notes on Thadou Kukis’ published in 1929. Hutton (1928) in introduction to Shaw’s work

remarked: “Before the Kuki Rising of 1918-1919, the administration in the hill areas of the

Manipur state was not very close, and the Thadous, ruled as they were by their own well-

organized chiefs, and treated, as they had been in the past at any rate, by the Manipur state as

allies almost as much as subjects, managed their own affairs in their own way and had

recourse to the courts only in exceptional case”.
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